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NEW QUESTION: 1
During an investigation of database theft from an
organization's web site, it was determined that the Structured
Query Language (SQL) injection technique was used despite input
validation with client-side scripting. Which of the following
provides the GREATEST protection against the same attack
occurring again?
A. Filter outgoing traffic at the perimeter firewall

B. Encrypt communications between the servers
C. Implement server-side filtering
D. Encrypt the web server traffic
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer with a Power 780 (9179-MHD) is considering a model
conversion to the Power E8SO (9119- MH E). They currently have
Elastic COD enabled.
Which of the following steps will need to be completed for them
to continue using Elastic COD on the E880?
A. Reorder the Elastic COD enablement feature= when placing the
upgrade MES order for the new.
B. Convert static activations to mobile activations when
placing the upgrade MES order for the new E880.
C. Reorder the Utility COD enablement features when placing the
upgrade MES order for the new. E880.
D. Prepay for Elastic COD usage when placing the upgrade MES
order for the new E880.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Router A and Router B are configured with IPv6 addressing and
basic routing capabilities using OSPFv3. The networks that are
advertised from Router A do not show up in Router B's routing
table. After debugging IPv6 packets, the message "not a router"
is found in the output. Why is the routing information not
being learned by Router B?
A. IPv6 unicast routing is not enabled on Router A or Router B.
B. An IPv6 traffic filter is blocking the networks from being
learned via the Router B interface that is connected to Router
A.
C. The networks were not advertised properly under the OSPFv3
process.
D. OSPFv3 timers were adjusted for fast convergence.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: A
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